
Embedding classical logicinto basic orthologic with a primitive modality.Giulia BattilottiDipartimento di Matematica Pura ed ApplicataUniversit�a di PadovaVia Belzoni 7, I{35131 Padova, Italye-mail: giulia@math.unipd.itAbstractIn the present paper we give the �rst proof-theoretical example of anembedding of classical logic into a quantum-like logic. This is performedin the framework of basic logic, where a proof-theoretical approach toquantum logic is convenient. We consider basic orthologic, that corre-sponds to a sequential formulation of paraconsistent quantum logic, andwhich is given by basic orthologic added with weakening and contraction,in a language with Girard's negation. In the paper we �rst consider aconvenient cut-free calculus for classical logic, in the same language; then,in a language enriched with a new kind of literals, we introduce basicorthologic with a primitive modality, where classical logic is embeddable.Similarly to Girard's negation, our modality is not a connective but con-ceivable as an operator de�ned inductively on the set of formulae. Thisallows us to obtain a calculus which enjoys cut-elimination.Contents1 Introduction 12 A calculus for classical logic based on basic orthologic 43 Basic orthologic with a primitive modality 131 IntroductionBasic logic is a new logic, introduced �rst in [4] and then in [19], which isweaker than linear, intuitionistic and quantum logics. It is then natural to tryto compare its strenghth with that of usual logics. Since the �rst formulationof basic logic, we �gured a possible solution. Taking example from Girard's ex-ponentials, which allow to obtain weakening and contraction inside linear logic,1



we expected to solve the problem of embedding a stronger logic into a weakerone expressing what is inhibited in the weaker logic by means of modalities. Tocarry out this plan, anyhow, it is necessary to realize how it is possible to embeda non-quantum logic into a quantum one, by means of a modality. The only lit-erature in quantum logic containing embedding results concerns orthomodularlogic and it is developed in [8] and [9], in an algebraic setting. The present oneis the �rst proof-theoretical solution. A preliminary exposition can be found inthe author's Ph. D. Thesis, see [1].In this paper, we consider basic orthologic, which, as seen in [12], is a se-quential formulation of paraconsistent quantum logic, introduced in [11], thatis a weak form of quantum logic. The calculus for basic orthologic, indicated by?BS, is obtained by the addition of weakening and contraction to basic logic, ina language without implication and with Girard's negation, indicated as usualby ?. It is close to basic logic, but at the same non-linear level of classical logic,so that it allows us to concentrate on the opposition between the non-quantumfeatures (of classical logic) and the quantum features (of basic orthologic).The calculus for basic logic, as well as every quantum calculus (cf. [18],[10], [4], [12]) has limitations of contexts, on the right and also on the left. Inparticular, in basic logic and basic orthologic contexts are limited in all rules forconnectives: this is called visibility, since then the principal and the secondaryformulae are \visible", and it is the essential hypothesis in their cut-elimination(cf. [19]). In general, in quantum logics, contexts are necessarily limited in theintroductions of disjunction on the left and conjunction on the right, to avoidthe derivation of the distributive laws. Moreover, they are limited in the rulesfor negation and for implication (if present), in order to obtain the failure of thededuction theorem, which in turn would allow the derivation of the distributivelaws. The limitation of contexts in the rules for implication and negation canbe interpreted as follows: a formula cannot be separated from its contexts andmoved to the other side of the sequent. So, in case of a comparison between alogic satisfying the distributive laws and the deduction theorem with a quantum-like logic, one only needs a modality by which one can express, on one side, themovement of a formula from left to right of the sequent and conversely, and, onthe other side, one can obtain also the missing contexts in the rules. Solvingthe two problems by means of the same modality is possible, considering basicorthologic. The solution is mainly due to the choice of the language. In fact,as we realized in our �rst attempts, the di�culty in solving the two problemstogether relies in the connectives of implication and negation, which are missingin the language of basic orthologic.Moreover, we take another important advantage from such language. In fact,as �rst noticed and developed in [14], [13], [12], suitable rules on ?, which areto be considered structural, since ? is not a connective, can be added to basicorthologic, obtaining a calculus for orthologic and, from this last, a calculus forclassical logic to which basic orthologic is substructural. Consequently, suchcalculi have a cut-elimination procedure, allowed by the features of visibilityand symmetry, inherited from basic logic and basic orthologic. We also exploitthese facts here, obtaining a convenient formulation of classical logic, denoted2



by ?C, which has cut-elimination, as we prove. Such formulation of classicallogic consists of basic orthologic added with a pair of structural rules on ?,which state the possibility to separate formulas from their context and transferthem, negated, to the other side of the sequent. They correspond to the usualintroduction of negation to the left and to the right in classical logic.Then, restricting the structural rules on ? to the case of modalized formulae,we obtain a �rst calculus for basic orthologic with a primitive modality, labelled#?BS0, where the sign # denotes the modality. It is easy to show that everyrule which does not admit a context in ?BS does admit however a context ofmodalized formulae in #?BS. So, by means of the same modality, we capture, inthe case of basic orthologic, the two main characteristics of calculi for quantumlogics, that are, as we said, limitations of contexts and limitation of movementfrom left to right and conversely.The modality # we introduce is given, like ?, by a unary operator, obtainedby adding a new kind of primitive literals (the \classical" literals!) to the lan-guage and then de�ned by induction on formulae. In this sense our modality isprimitive and it does not require any introduction rule, so that the only ruleswe need for it are the structural ones, which characterize its behaviour. A slightmodi�cation of #?BS0, labelled #?BS inherits cut-elimination from ?C, whichin turn derives its cut-elimination that of basic logic. We have that basic logicis substructural to ?C, since ? is an operator and not a connective, as wellas it is substructural to #?BS, since ? and # are operators and they are notconnectives. Moreover, that was the �rst result in this direction (cf. [12]), basiclogic is substructural to orthologic too. All such extensions of basic logic havecut-elimination, due to the fact they are obtained as structural extensions. Weconclude in particular that structural extensions of basic logic are precious whendealing with the proof-theoretical aspects of quantum logic (cf. [3]).Ultimately, the logic here introduced with #?BS can be interpreted as asystem which allows the coexistence of two ways of reasoning: the quantum-likeone, represented by basic orthologic ?BS, and the classical one, that is ?C. The�rst deals with any formula, the second can deal only with modalized formulas.Now, we hope that the method described above can be both exploited for otherquantum calculi, investigating furtherly on their peculiarities, both applied tobasic logic and its extensions, including linear extensions and obtaining a globaland uniform treatment of translations into basic logic.Aknowledgedments. The author is indebted to Giovanni Sambin, forhaving encouraged her to study the problem of embeddings into basic logicand for his numerous suggestions, on a previous version of this work and on thepresent one. Moreover she wishes to thank: Silvio Valentini for his observations;Claudia Faggian for useful conversations on the subject of the sequential formu-lation of quantum logic; Michiel van Lambalgen, for his interest on these ideas;M. Luisa Dalla Chiara and J. Yves Girard, for having listened to these ideas,in two talks given in Firenze, October 1996, and Marseille, November 1996,respectively. Finally, she is grateful to the anonymous referee of the paper.3



2 A calculus for classical logic based on basicorthologicIn this section we develop some ideas which have been introduced in [12], [14],and analysed in more details in [13], [15]. For a survey on them, see also [3].Here we adapt such ideas to the most convenient form for us.Let us consider a language equipped with two kinds of primitive literals:p1; p2; p3; : : :and pd1; pd2; pd3; : : :and with the binary connectives & and _. So, our formulae are the following:For any i 2 !, pi and pdi are formulae and, for any two formulae A, B, A&Band A _ B are formulae. Moreover, we put in the language the sign ?, whichdenotes an operator de�ned on the set of formulae, by the following clauses:p?i � pdi ; pdi? � pion literals, and (A �B)? � B? �? A?on formulae, where &? � _, _? � &.As one can easily verify, by induction on the complexity of the formulae, anyformulaA coincides with A??; so we will say that the formulaA? is the formula\symmetric" or \dual" to the formula A. The degree of A? is equal to thedegree of A, for any A, as one can see by induction, since ? is not a connective.Anyway, ? plays the role of negation, as we shall justify in more details in thissection. Actually, it is Girard's negation. Such negation has been introduced inthe framework of basic logic in [12] and [14] for the �rst time. In such papers itis also speci�ed a suitable pair of structural rules on ?, called rules of transfer ,which allows to obtain orthologic from basic orthologic, and a second pair ofstructural rules, called separation, which allow to obtain classical logic fromorthologic. Such rules, like any rule involving only ?, are to be consideredstructural, since they modify the structure of the sequents, without introducingany connective (we remind that a structural operation for negation has been �rstintroduced in display logic, cf. [5], [6]). In order to obtain classical logic as anextension of basic orthologic, we introduce in this paper a convenient variationof the rules for separation and transfer, which is given by the following pair ofrules on ?, named st, from separation and transfer together.� ` �;��;�? ` � stL �;� ` �� ` �;�? stRHere and below, in any sequent � ` �, � and � are �nite sets, hence in �;�0 ` �and in � ` �;�0 the comma is intended as set-theoretic union, so that, in4



particular, the rules of contraction on the left and on the right�;�;� ` ��;� ` � � ` �;�;�� ` �;�hold by de�nition. As it can be seen in [19], the structural rules of weakening andcontraction can be added to basic logic, obtaining a calculus where the additiveand multiplicative connectives are identi�ed, as in the passage from linear toclassical logic. Basic orthologic (cf. [12] and [14]) is nothing else than suchcalculus in the language given above. Here, we consider a formulation of basicorthologic in which sequents contain sets of formulae, so that basic orthologic ischaracterized by axioms, rules of cut, rules on the connectives & and _, and thestructural rules of weakening, as it can be desumed from the table below, fromwhich basic orthologic can be obtained dropping the last line. We now introducesystem ?C, characterized by the following table of rules, which is obtained bythe addition of the structural rules stL and stR to basic orthologic.AxiomsA ` ACuts� ` A A;�0 ` ��;�0 ` � cutL � ` �; A A ` �0� ` �;�0 cutRRules on connectivesA ` �A&B ` � &L B ` �A&B ` � &L � ` B� ` A _B _R � ` A� ` A _B _RA ` � B ` �A _B ` � _L � ` A � ` B� ` A&B &RStructural rules� ` ��;�;` � wL � ` �� ` �;� wR� ` �;��;�? ` � stL �;� ` �� ` �;�? stRIntuitively, the above table of rules is symmetric, in the sense that the schemataof the rules appearing on the left column are mirrored in those appearing onthe right one. This fact can be put in more formal terms. As explained indetails in [19] for basic logic, any symmetry operator de�ned on formulae canbe extended, in a natural way, to sequents and then to inference rules and to5



derivations themselves. In particular, considering the operator ?, one can de�nethe symmetric (� ` �)? of the sequent � ` � putting(� ` �)? � �? ` �?(where, if � = C1; : : : ; Cn, � = D1; : : : ; Dm, then �? = C?n ; : : : ; C?1 and�? = D?m; : : : ; D?1 ). In fact, it is (� ` �)?? � � ` �. Moreover, one cande�ne the symmetric J? of a given rule J as the rule containing as premissesthe symmetric of the premisses of J , and as conclusion the symmetric of itsconclusion. Finally, one has the notion of \symmetric proof", that is the proofobtained considering the symmetric of every axiom and rule. Note that it isJ?? � J for every rule J and �?? � � for every rule �. Since the table ofrules of ?C is symmetric, if � is any proof in ?C, also its symmetric �? isa proof in ?C. This allows to prove the following equivalence. Here and inthe following, we adopt the notation � `X � to say that the sequent � ` � isderivable in the sequent calculus X.Lemma 2.1 In ?C, for every �, �,� `?C � if and only if �? `?C �?by a derivation of the same length.Proof. The claim is proved by induction on the depth of the derivation. Incase of the axioms it is trivially true. In the inductive case, if � ` � has beenderived by means of a derivation in which J is is the last rule, then �? ` �? isderivable by means of a derivation in which the symmetric rule J? is the lastrule. So, � ` � is derivable from the axioms A1 ` A1; : : : ; An ` An by means ofa derivation � if and only if its symmetric sequent �? ` �? is derivable fromthe dual axioms A?1 ` A?1 ; : : : ; A?n ` A?n , by means of the symmetric derivation�?, and conversely. �The above theorem can be read as a metarule of the calculus which guaran-tees antimonotonicity of the operator ? with respect to the order given by `.Hence, any symmetric calculus, in a language with two kinds of literals, can beequipped with an antimonotonic operator, obtaining a primitive negation in it.Moreover, the theorem is used in an essential way in proofs of cut-elimination forsuch calculi (see [12], [15] and [13]), in the form of the technique of \swapping",which consists of considering, instead of the derivation.... �� ` �its symmetric .... �?�? ` �?Swapping does not modify the degree of the formulae, as well as their rank. Aconvenient de�nition of rank in our framework (cf. [12]) must take into account6



the fact that any formula A appearing on the left (right) side of a sequent isthe same than the formula A? appearing on the other side, after an st rule hasoccurred: it is the structure of the sequent which has been modi�ed, not theformulas in it. So, to de�ne the rank of a certain formula A which appears inthe sequent � ` �, which has been derived by the derivation �, consider, in �,all the paths, i.e. the i.e. the sequences of consecutive sequents, which containeither A on the same side or its dual A? on the other side, when an st rule hasoccurred, up to where A (or A?) is introduced. The rank is then the maximumamong the leghths of all the paths.Moreover, we have to observe that ?C, like other symmetric extensions ofbasic logic, inherits from basic logic the feature of visibility (cf. [19]). \Vis-ibility" means that, in every rule introducing a connective, the principal andthe secondary formulae are without a context, i.e., they are \visible". This isan essential hypothesis in the cut-elimination proofs given in the framework ofbasic logic.In the following cut-elimination proof, the swap from � ` � to �? ` �?inside a derivation will be indicated by the following notation:� ` �.... swap�? ` �?Moreover, the notation wL(�) is adopted to specify that � is the set of rulesintroduced by weakening.Theorem 2.2 Any derivation in ?C which ends with an application of cutL orcutR and where no other application of cutL or cutR occurs, can be transformedinto a derivation in which cutL and cutR do not appear. Hence, any derivationin ?C can be transformed into a derivation in which cutL and cutR do notappear.Proof. The proof is by induction on the degree and on the right and leftrank of the cut. (The degree of a cut is the degree of its cut formula, its rankis the sum of the left and right rank, that is the rank of the cut formula in theleft and right premise of the cut, respectively). Let us suppose the rank is 2. Ifone of the premises of the cut is an axiom, it is trivially eliminable, otherwisewe have the following reduction to a cut of a lower degree:� ` A � ` B� ` A&B A ` �A&B ` �� ` � �! � ` A A ` �� ` �The case of _ is symmetric; the cases in which the cut formula is introduced byweakening will be treated among the rank reductions.Let us assume the rank is greater than 2. We shall consider only the caseof cutL, since the case of cutR is symmetric. We have then a derivation of the7



following form: .... �L�1 ` A .... �R�2; A ` �2�2;�1 ` �2 cutLIt is not limitative to assume that the right rank is greater than 1, for, if it is1, �2 is empty and hence the same cut can be read as an instance of cutR. Wenow see how cutL can be lifted along �R, obtaining a derivation in which eithercutL does not appear any more or which contains occurrences of cutL of lowerright rank.The last rule of �R cannot be any rule introducing a connective on the left,by visibility of the rules of ?C and the hypothesis on the right rank. If it is anyright rule ?R (&R, _R, wR, stR), then one can lift the applications of cutLand ?R (in the case of the binary rule &R, the cut is duplicated).If the last rule is wL, and if A is not introduced by weakening, one can liftthe application of cutL over wL; if A is introduced by weakening, that is �Rends with .... �0R�02 ` �2A;�2 ` �2 wLthen the application of cutL can be avoided, obtaining:.... �R�02 ` �2�1;�2 ` �2 wLIf the last rule is stL, several cases are possible. The main distinction is thefollowing:1: A does not come from the right,2: A comes from the right.In the �rst case, one can again simply lift cutL over stL. In the second case,one has to distinguish again:21: A does not appear on the left in the premiss of stL,22: A appears on the left in the premiss of stL.In the �rst case, one has .... �L�1 ` A .... �R�02;` A?;�02�2; A ` �2 stL�2;�1 ` �28



that converts into .... �L�1 ` A .... �?RA;�0?2 ` �0?2�1;�0?2 ` �0?2 cutL.... swap�02 `;�?1 �02�2;�1 ` �2 stLwhere the rank of A in �?R is the rank of A? in �R and hence the right rank ofthe cut has decreased. In the second case, one has�1 ` A �02; A ` A?;�02 ?�2; A ` �2 stL�2;�1 ` �2where one has to consider the rule ?. Note that, to conclude �02; A ` A?;�02 nostL or stR on A or A? can have been applied, since our sequents contain setsof formulae. So ? is in one of the two following classes of rules:C1: stL, stR, or applications of wL and wR which do not move or introduceA and A?C2: applications of wL or wR, introducing A or A?, respectively, or rules forconnectives which introduce A on the left or A? on the right.If ? is a rule of the �rst class, it is possible to modify the derivation of the rightpremise of the cut as follows:�002 ; A ` A?;�002�002 ; A ` �002 stL�02; A ` �02 ?�2; A;` �2 stL(where the second occurrence of stL may not occurr, if it is �02 = �2). Now onecan lift the application of the cut over stL and ? up to the upper application ofstL, obtaining a cut of the form:�1 ` A �002 ; A ` A?;�002 ?0�002 ; A ` �002 stL�002 ;�1 ` �002 cutLwhere ?0 is a rule of the �rst or of the second class and the right rank is lower,since ? now appears below.So, let us suppose we have arrived to a rule of the second class, after n steps.(If n = 0, that is no rule of the �rst class occurred, and if �02 6= �2 in theoriginal cut, one has identically to substitute the application of stL with two9



applications, and then to lift the cut over the second of them). Now there arefour possibilities:If ? is wR, one simply avoids to introduce A? by weakening, so that theapplication of stL immediately below disappears.If ? is wL, that is we have:�1 ` A �n+12 ` A?;�n2�n2 ; A ` A?;�n2 wL(A;�)�n2 ; A ` �n2 stL�n2 ;�1 ` �n2 cutLone can avoid wL and apply cut as follows:�1 ` A .... swapA;�n?2 ` �(n+1)?2�1;�n2 ` �(n+1)?2 cutLand then one can swap again, apply wL of the remaining formulae � and thenstL to �1.If ? is a unary or binary rule �R, introducing a connective on the right, thatis one has (with abuse of notation):�1 ` A �n2 ; A ` Bi�n2 ; A ` A? �R�n2 ; A ` stL�n2 ;�1 `the following reduction can be applied:�1 ` A �n2 ; A ` Bi�n2 ;�1 ` Bi cutL�n2 ;�1 ` A? �R .... swapA? ` �?1�n2 ;�1 ` �?1�n2 ;�1 ` stL cutLIn such derivation the above occurrence (or the above occurrences, in the binarycase) of cutL has lower right rank. Once such occurrence has been eliminated,it remains to reduce a cut whose right rank (that is the rank of A? in A? ` �?)is the left rank of the original cut, while the left rank is 1. By means of anotherswap, one has then a cut in which the original left premise � ` A, together withthe original left rank, is restored, and in which the right rank is 1.If ? is a unary or binary rule �L, introducing a connective on the left, onehas: �1 ` A Bi ` A?;�n2A ` A?;�n2 �LA ` �n2 stL�1 ` �n2 cutL10



which reduces as follows:�1 ` A .... swapA;�n?2 ` B?i�1;�n?2 ` B?i cutL�1;�n?2 ` A? (�L)?.... swap�1 ` A A ` �?1 ;�n2�1 ` �?1 ;�n2�1 ` �n2 stLwhere (�L)? is the dual rule of �L (that is &R if �L is _L and _R if �L is &L).In such derivation we have �rst to reduce one or two cuts of lower right rank,and then a cut of right rank equal to 1.Now all the cases have been considered. It is easy to realize that, by applyingthe procedure just described, either we eliminate the cut or we reduce to havinga cutL whose right rank is 1, that, by visibility of the rules of ?C, has thefollowing form: .... �L�1 ` A A ` �2 ?L�1 ` �2where ?L is the rule introducingA on the left. Such an application of the cut rulecan be considered as an application of cutR, to which the symmetric procedureof that just described can be applied. The application of such procedure, inturn, either eliminates the cut or produces a cut of rank 2. �In basic logic, as well as in the quantum-like calculi which extend it and,in general, in any sequent calculus for quantum logics (cf. [18], [10]), a formof the rules which includes contexts is underivable, at least for some of them.For, otherwise, the distributive laws would be derivable (cf. [19] and see alsonext proposition 3.5). We stress moreover that, in basic logic, visibility is anintrinsic proof-theoretical feature which corresponds to the interpretation of themeaning of its connectives given by the reection principle (cf. [2], [1], [19]).Contrary to this, every rule of ?C admits also a form with contexts (a full form,in the terminology of basic logic, which is then indicated by the apex (:)f ). Asimilar result is known as display theorem in display logic, cf. [5].Lemma 2.3 The following rules are derivable in ?C:Cut� ` �; A A;�0 ` �0�;�0 ` �;�0 cutfRules on connectives�; A ` ��; A&B ` � &Lf � ` A;�� ` A _B;� _Rf11



�; A ` � �; B ` ��; A _B ` � _Lf � ` A;� � ` B;�� ` A&B;� &RfProof. We see below the proof of _Lf by means of stL, stR and _L.�; A ` �A ` �?;� stR �; B ` �B ` �?;� stRA _B ` �?;��; A _B ` � stL _LThe proof of the other derived rules is completely similar. �The above lemma allows to prove that ?C is equivalent to LK. To verifythis fact, let us �rst de�ne an interpretation i1 of the formulae in the languageof ?C into the formulae of a language including a set of literals p1; p2; p3; : : :and the connectives &, _ and :. Such interpretation is given by the clauses:i1(pi) � pi i1(pdi ) � :pi i1(A �B) � i1(A) � i1(B)for any binary connective �. Then one can see that i1(A?) = :(i1(A)), byinduction on the degree of A. Conversely, we de�ne an interpretation i2 of theclassical formulae into the formulae of ?C, given by the clauses:i2(pi) � pi i2(:A) � (i2(A))? i2(A �B) � i2(A) � i2(B)for any binary connective �. One can see that i1(i2(A)) = A, for every classicalformula, and that i2(i1(A)) = A for every formula of ?C. The equivalence of?C and LK can now be proved as follows:Proposition 2.4 ?C is equivalent to LK, that is� `?C � if and only if i1(�) `LK i1(�)and � `LK � if and only if i2(�) `?C i2(�)Proof. It is easy to prove that � `?C � implies i1(�) `LK i1(�), and that� `LK � implies i2(�) `?C i2(�), by induction on the depth of the derivation.To prove the �rst, the only fact to notice is that stL and stR become theintroductions of : to the left and to the right, respectively. To prove the second,note that conversely the introductions of : are translated into the st rules, and,as for the rules of LK introducing & and _, apply the lemma above. Then onehas in particular that i2(�) `?C i2(�) implies i1(i2(�)) `LK i1(i2(�)) and thati1(�) `LK i1(�) implies i2(i1(�)) `?C i2(i1(�)). So, since it is i1(i2(A)) = A,for every classical formula and i2(i1(A)) = A for every formula of ?C, oneobtains the two equivalences. �12



3 Basic orthologic with a primitive modalityThe result we have reached in the previous section could be put in the followingequality (already obtained in [12], [13])classical logic = basic orthologic + structural rulesNow, given such an equality, we can easily obtain an embedding of classicallogic into basic orthologic, by forcing the structural rules stL and stR to act onlyin the case of modalized formulae. In this, we take example from the treatmentof the structural rules of weakening and contraction by means of exponentialsin linear logic. The novelty of our approach is that we introduce the modality #by means of new literals, and then we extend it to all formulae by an inductivede�nition. In this sense, we say that our modality is \primitive" since it ispresent as a distinguished set of formulae, where the distinction has been madeat the origin, in the literals, before any rule on it. These facts will be betterexplained in this section.To obtain basic orthologic equipped with a primitive modality, we need alanguage equipped with the usual binary connectives & and _ and with fourkinds of primitive literals: p1; p2; p3; : : :pd1; pd2; pd3; : : :q1; q2; q3; : : :qd1 ; qd2; qd3; : : :The intended meaning of the literals p and q is clari�ed by the de�nition of theoperator # on the atomic formulae, as follows:#pi � qi; #pdi � qdi ; #qi � qi; #qdi � qdi ;Such an operator is then extended to all formulae putting:#(A �B) � #A � #B:for any connective �.Note that the degree of #A is equal to the degree of A. Moreover, we extendthe duality ? to the new literals, as follows:q? � qd (qd)? � qWe now see that the operator ? is still a duality, that # is an idempotentoperator and that the operators ? and # commute. Then it will be possible tostudy the structural operator ? in a modal setting too (for the treatment ofstructural operations in modal logic, in the framework of display logic, cf. [20]).Proposition 3.1 For every formula A in the above language, it isA?? = A; ##A = #A; (#A)? = #(A?)where the equality means that the formula on the right and the formula on theleft are the same formula. 13



Proof. It is easy to check this by induction on the complexity of the formula.As for the base of the induction, note that x?? = x, ##x = #x, #(x?) = (#x)?,for any literal x of any kind; then, to obtain the thesis, suppose that A is B �Cand apply the inductive de�nitions of ? and #. �Since the operator # is idempotent, the formulae made out of literals q andqd, that are the formulae preceded by #, are a proper subset of the set of allformulae. Then it makes sense to consider notions which apply to #-formulaeonly. We introduce here the couple of structural rules #stL and #stR, that isthe rules st which apply only to #-formulae:� ` �; #��; #�? ` � #stL �; #� ` �� ` �; #�? #stRNow we can consider a new calculus, which we shall call #?BS0, in the newlanguage, whose rules are those of ?C, with the exception of the st rules, whichare substituted by the #st rules. Note that it is, by de�nition,#?BS= basic orthologic + structural ruleswhere however basic orthologic is intended in the new language.Then #?BS0 is a symmetric system in which the operator # acts as a unarymonotonic connective. In fact, one obtains the following structure theorem,which extends lemma 2.1:Lemma 3.2 In #?BS0 the following metarules hold:� `#?BS0 � if and only if �? `#?BS0 �?by a derivation of the same length; andif � `#?BS0 �, then #� `#?BS0 #�by a derivation of the same length.Proof. The �rst claim is proved as in lemma 2.1, exploiting proposition3.1; the second holds because any rule of #?BS0 can be applied in particular tomodalized formulae. So, if � ` � is derivable from the axiomsA1 ` A1; : : : ; An ` An,the same derivation, applied to the axioms #A1 ` #A1; : : : ; #An ` #An, derives#� ` #�. �Moreover, #?BS0 satis�es visibility. The following result, analogous to theresult obtained in lemma 2.3, shows that contexts in rules of #?BS0 can beallowed, if they are made of #-formulae only.Lemma 3.3 The following rules are valid in #?BS0:Cuts� `# �; A A;�0 ` �0�;�0 `# �;�0 cutL# � ` �; A A; # �0 ` �0�; # �0 ` �;�0 cutR#Rules on connectives# �; A ` �# �; A&B ` � &L# � ` A; # �� ` A _B; # � _R#14



# �; A ` � # �; B ` �# �; A _B ` � _L# � ` A; #� � ` B; # �� ` A&B; # � &R#Proof. Any rule J# can be derived by means of the corresponding rule J of?BS0, by applying #stL and #stR. �Comparing the tables of rules of ?C and of #?BS0, one can easily �nd anembedding of classical logic into basic orthologic with a primitivemodality. Thisis obtained considering a translation f of #?BS0-formulae into ?C-formulae,de�ned puttingf(pi) � pi f(pdi ) � pdi f(qi) � pi f(qdi ) � pdiand f(A � B) � f(A) � f(B). Such translation simply forgets the # of the #-formulae of #?BS0; in fact one can prove by induction on the degree of theformula that f(#A) = Afor every formula A. Conversely, one de�nes a map d of ?C-formulae into#?BS0- formulae, putting:d(pi) � qi d(pdi ) � qdiand d(A � B) � d(A) � d(B). It maps the formulae of ?C into the #-formulaeof #?BS0. Note that f(d(A)) = A for every formula of ?C, as it is easy to see.So, we obtain a formal proof of our embedding theorem:Theorem 3.4 For any pair of �nite sets of formulae �, �, in the language of?C, one has: � `?C � if and only if d(�) `#?BS0 d(�)Proof. One can see, by induction on the derivation, that � `?C � impliesd(�) `#?BS0 d(�) and that � `#?BS0 � implies f(�) `?C f(�). Then, ifd(�) `#?BS0 d(�), one has f(d(�)) `?C f(d(�)), that is � `?C �. �After this theorem, we can say that #-formulae of #?BS0 are, so to say,\the classical formulae of #?BS0". Besides classical formulas, we have also\basic" formulas, that is formulas containing only literals pi or pdi . Then, wehave also \non classical" formulas, that are those containing at least one literalpi or pdi , as well as \non basic" formulas, containing at least one literal qi orqdi . Dealing with such \mixed" formulae, #?BS0 takes the interesting featureof distributivity of classical formulae with respect to any kind of formula.Proposition 3.5 In #?BS0, the distributive laws are provable in the followingform:#C&(A _B) ` (#C&A) _ (#C&B) (A _ #D)&(B _ #D) ` (A _B)&#D15



Proof. The two sequents #C;A ` (#C&A)_ (#C&B) and #C;B ` (#C&A)_(#C&B) are derivable from the axioms #C ` #C, A ` A and #C ` #C, B ` B,respectively, by means of weakening, &R and _R, that are rules of basic ortho-logic. Now, one can conclude #C;A_B ` (#C&A)_(#C&B) by _L#, which holdsby lemma 3.3. Finally, one has the conclusion #C&(A_B) ` (#C&A)_(#C&B)by two applications of the rule &R to the axioms #C ` #C and A _B ` A_B,each of them followed by a cut. Symmetrically one can derive the other dis-tributive law, by means of the rule &R# and hence exploiting again lemma 3.3.� In basic logic, the validity of the distributive laws of the multiplicative con-junction (disjunction) w.r.t. the additive disjunction (conjunction) is equivalentto the presence of contexts in the rules _L and &R, respectively, as it is shownin details in [19]. In such case, the distributive laws admit a natural cut-freederivation. The same proof cannot be adapted to #?BS0, and actually, as onecan see, no cut free derivation of the above distributive laws is possible in it.So, the cut rules allows to prove, in case of \non basic" formulae, more thanwhat basic orthologic would prove.To obtain a cut-free system, it is necessary to limit some possibilities on\non basic" formulae. This is obtained limiting the rules of basic orthologic,so that they cannot produce non basic formulae, unless they are really classicalformulae. To do this, we need a formal de�nition of \non classical formula": theliterals pi and pdi are non classical formulae and, if � is a non classical formulaand B is any formula, then � �B is a non classical formula.Now we can introduce the calculus #?BS, which is de�ned by the followingaxioms and rules of inference. In such system, some rules on connectives aresplitted into two, with respect to those of basic orthologic. (A;B::: are formulae;�; �::: are non classical formulae and �;�::: are sets of formulae).AxiomsA ` ACuts� ` A A;�0 ` ��;�0 ` � cutL � ` �; A A ` �0� ` �;�0 cutRRules on connectives� ` ��&B ` � nc&L � ` �A&� ` � nc&L � ` �� ` A _ � nc _R � ` �� ` � _B nc _R#A ` �#A&#B ` � c&L #B ` �#A&#B ` � c&L � ` #B� ` #A _ #B c _R � ` #A� ` #A _ #B c _R16



A ` � B ` �A _B ` � _L � ` A � ` B� ` A&B &RStructural rules� ` ��;�;` � wL � ` �� ` �;� wR� ` �; #��; #�? ` � #stL �; #� ` �� ` �; #�? #stRAs it is immediate to realize, #?BS has the same results given in 3.2 and3.3 for #?BS0. Moreover, it inherits also the result given in theorem 3.4, thatis classical logic is embeddable in #?BS too. So, #?BS proves, on classicalformulae #A, exactly the theorems provable in #?BS0, that is the theorems ofclassical propositional logic. It is also easy to realize that the cut-free derivationsfor basic formulae which can be performed in #?BS are exactly the cut freederivations which can be performed in #?BS0, that is, the derivations of basicorthologic.The two systems #?BS and #?BS0 di�er in their behaviour on non basic (ornon classical) formulae. Actually, #?BS0 proves more than basic orthologic onthis kind of formulae (e.g. distributivity) while #?BS can prove less. Sequentsof the form qi&pj ` qi, which are derivable in #?BS0, by means of the rule &Linherited from basic orthologic, are underivable in #?BS (incidentally, sequentsof the form qi&pj ` pj are derivable yet). An unpleasant consequence is thataxioms A ` A, where A is neither basic nor classical, are not derivable fromthe literals which form the formula A. Also the distributive laws derived inlemma 3.5 are underivable, since their derivation requires sequents of the form#C&A ` #C, or their symmetric, in an essential way.The loss of lemma 3.5 is compensated by the following lemma, which allowsto obtain cut-elimination for #?BS as a consequence of that for ?C.Lemma 3.6 If the sequent � ` #� is derived in #?BS0 by a cut-free proof,then there exists a cut-free proof �0 and a �nite set of formulae �, such that thesame sequent is derivable as follows.... �0#�0 ` #�� ` #� wL(�)where � = �; #�0. Symmetrically for any sequent of the form #� ` �.Proof. By induction on the depth of the derivation of the sequent. If � ` #�is the axiom #A ` #A, we are �nished; in the inductive cases we shall see that thepremises of the last rule applied are also sequents of the same form, so that theinductive hypothesis can be applied, obtaining a proof and a set of formulas (ortwo, in the binary cases), from which then �0 and � can be obtained, essentially17



permuting the applications of the last rule and of the weakening obtained bythe inductive hypothesis. Let us see the details.wR If the last rule applied is wR, then it has to be #� = #�0; #�00, where#�00 has been introduced by wR from the premise � ` #�0. So, by theinductive hypothesis, one has a proof �01 followed by wL(�1), from whichone obtains a proof �0 given by �0 followed by wR(#�00) and the set� = �1, satisfying the thesis.wL If the last rule applied is wL(�00), its premise has the form �0 ` #�. Thenwe have �01 and �1 by the inductive hypothesis, and then �0 = �01 and� = �1;�00 satisfy the thesis.#stR The premise of #stR must be of the form �; #�00 ` #�0. Such sequent,by the inductive hypothesis, is derivable by applying wL(�1) to �01, butthen �01 followed by wL(#�00) and then by #stR(#�00) is a good �0, while� = �1 � #�00.#stL In this case it is enough to choose �0 = �01 + #stL and � = �1.&L If A&B ` � follows fromA ` � by means of one of the two &L rules, thenby the inductive hypothesis it must be A = #A unless A has been intro-duced by weakening. Then either we already have a derivation of the se-quent ` #�, to which wL(A&B) can be applied, or the rule &L must havethe form c&L, so that B = #B and hence A&B = #A&#B = #(A&B), sothat the original derivation satis�es the thesis._L In this case we have A_B ` #� which follows from the premises A ` #�and B ` #�. As in the previous case, if in one of them the left formula isintroduced by weakening from ` #�, then one can introduce by weakeningthe formula A _ B itself, otherwise we have A = #A and B = #B by theinductive hypothesis, so that it is A _ B = #(A _ B) and the originalderivation satis�es the thesis.&R By hypothesis, the formula introduced by the last rule must have the form#A&#B, and hence we have the derivations �1 of � ` #A and �2 of � ` #B,which by the inductive hypothesis can be converted into a derivation �01of #�1 ` #A followed by wL(�1) and into a derivation �02 of #�2 ` #Bfollowed by wL(�2), respectively. Then we obtain the derivation:.... �01#�1 ` #A#�1; #�2 ` #A .... �02#�2 ` #B#�1; #�2 ` #B#�1; #�2 ` #A&#B� ` #A&#B wL(�1;�2)(possibly with some redundancy in the weakenings).18



_R Here the formula introduced by _R must be of the form #A _ #B, sothat in the premise we have, e.g., the sequent � ` #A to which we applythe inductive hypothesis, obtaining �01 and �1. Then we have �nally �01followed by _R and wL(�01). �The lemma allows to exploit the cut-elimination procedure for ?C describedin the previous section, obtaining cut-elimination for #?BS.Theorem 3.7 Any derivation in #?BS which ends with an application of cutLor cutR and where no other application of cutL or cutR occurs, can be trans-formed into a derivation in which cutL and cutR do not appear. Hence, anyderivation in #?BS can be transformed into a derivation in which cutL andcutR do not appear.Proof. As it is easy to control, the modi�cation of the rules &L and _R ofC?which occurs in #?BS is irrelevant in the cut elimination procedure describedin theorem 2.2, both in the degree reduction than in the rank reduction. Theonly additional di�erence between ?C and #?BS relies in the rules st, which,in case of #?BS, are applied only to the #-formulae. The reductions describedin the procedure of theorem 2.2, when applied to derivations of #?BS, do notintroduce any new application of such rules, except in the case of #stL, in thesubcase 2, that is when the cut formula itself comes from the right. But thenthe cut formula is certainly an #-formula and the derivation is as follows:.... �L�1 `# A �02;`# A?;�02�2; # A ` �2 # stL�2;�1 ` �2 cutLWhen reducing this cut, a problem arises, since the derivations one obtainscontain several applications of the rule #stL to the dual �?1 of the set of rules�1. Such applications are not allowed in #?BS, unless �1 consists of #-formulaeonly. By the above lemma, one can modify �L obtaining.... �0L#�01 ` #A�1 ` #A wL(�)and then one can modify the above derivation of �2;�1 ` �2 substituting �Lwith �0L and applying wL after the cut rule, obtaining:.... �0L# �01 `# A �02;`# A?;�02�2; # A ` �2 # stL�2; # �01 ` �2 cutL�2;�1 ` �2 wL(�)19



In such derivation the cut rule can be eliminated by the same procedure seenin 2.2. In fact such procedure reduces the right rank of cutL, without anyassumption on the left rank, so that it is insensitive to the change of left rankwhich may occurr substituting �L with �0L. Then cutL is reduced to a cutwhose right rank is 1, that appears as follows:.... �0L# �1 `# A # A ` �2 ?# �1 ` �2where ? is _L or &L. Now, one has possibly to apply again the lemma (in itsdual form). Such application does not modify the fact that #A is a principalformula in the right premise of the cut, so that the reduction of the left rankcan again be performed as in theorem 2.2. �From lemma 3.6 and from the above cut-elimination result, we can derivethe following feature of the modality # in #?BS:Proposition 3.8 The schemata #A ` A and A ` #A are not provable in #?BS,and, equivalently, the following rules�; A ` ��; #A ` � #Lf � ` A;�� ` #A;� #Rfare not valid in #?BS.Proof. By lemma 3.6 and 3.7, a proof of a sequent of the form B ` #A ispossible only if ` #A is derivable or B = #C for some formula C. Symmetricallyfor a sequent of the form #A ` B. Then in particular the schemata #A ` Aand A ` #A are not true. Finally, one can see that the rules #Lf and #Rf arederivable from the schemata #A ` A and A ` #A, respectively, by an applicationof cutL and cutR, respectively; conversely, the schemata are derivable applyingthe rules to the axiom A ` A. �If we had adopted a connective for # and, with it, introduction rules likethe above ones, as it is actually done for exponentials in linear logic ([16]), theapplication of our cut-elimination procedure would have been impossible. Infact, if one of the two rules is added to #?BS, lemma 3.6 fails. Moreover, inany symmetric calculus, the rules #Lf or #Rf could be present only togetherwith their symmetric. This would force us to introduce the symmetric #? of theconnective #, and hence a second modality, di�erent from #, as it is also done inclassical linear logic, with the two exponentials ! and ?. In fact, putting #? � #would lead to #A = A, since then the symmetric of #Lf would be exactly #Rf ,so that, by 3.8, the two schemata #A ` A and A ` #A would hold at the sametime. On the other side, putting #? 6= # would have required an interpretationfor the presence of two modalities in the calculus. Ultimately, since we didnot see any reason for which one of the two schemata above should hold, wemade the choice to try to avoid both of them, and our primitive modality wasa solution. So we have obtained a system in which two ways of reasoning, theclassical one and the quantum-like one, coexist and do not interfere.20
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